Abstract: A practical method is given for the evaluation of the matrix elements of a general two-body interaction in a mixed Sp(6, R) 1 U(3)-microscopic cluster model basis. A reduction formula expresses a matrix element connecting states of excitation Nhw and N'hw in the same or in different symplectic bands in terms of matrix elements of unit SU(3) tensor operators between Sp(6, R) bandhead states. It also reduces the matrix element between a state of Ntrw excitation in a Sp(6, R) band and a general binary cluster model state to a simpler matrix element of pure cluster model type, so that all matrix elements have been reduced to pure shell or cluster model form. As a test of the new methods of calculation a comparison is made between the pure a-cluster model, the pure symplectic model and a calculation using a mixed n-cluster-symplectic basis for a very simple system, the 'Be nucleus.
Introduction
In the past few years the symplectic group Sp(6, R) has emerged, through the pioneering contributions of Rosensteel and Rowe ',*), as the appropriate dynamical group for a many-body theory of nuclear collective motion. Since Sp(6, R) is also the dynamical group of the three-dimensional harmonic oscillator, with the Elliott SU(3) group as a natural subgroup, it has successfully incorporated core excitations into the shell model foundation of the nuclear collective model and has thus led to the possibility of detailed, fully microscopic calculations of nuclear collective phenomena 3,4). Although the ultimate aim is a microscopic theory of heavy deformed nuclei the most detailed app!ications to date, [ref. *)I, have involved nuclei in the A = 8 -28 mass range and mainly nuclei which have also been subjected to detailed study in terms of the microscopic nuclear cluster model 5). The relationship between symplectic and cluster model wave functions was studied in ref. ") and has recently been extended in ref. ' ) to states of arbitrary excitation through a simple recursion formula. Although there are large overlaps between the lowest symplectic excitations * Supported in part by the US National Science Foundation. 31.5 and the corresponding cluster model states with the same SU(3) quantum numbers 6*7), the cluster model and the symplectic model give complementary descriptions of core excitations in such nuclei. The cluster model generally underestimates E2 transition rates ') and overestimates a-widths. It also fails to predict certain observed core excited states which fall naturally into the framework of the symplectic model. The symplectic model, on the other hand, stresses quadrupole collectivity and may not fully develop the cluster correlations needed to account for observed a-widths.
Both the microscopic cluster model and Sp(6, R) symmetry give us a means of selecting very specific physically relevant core excited states from the huge space of possible shell model excitations. To account both for the observed quadrupole collectivity and the required cluster correlations, a unified treatment including both cluster and symplectic excitations may give the most detailed description to date of the structure of light nuclei ').
The technology of the microscopic cluster model has been refined into a useful calculational tool, [see refs. 5*8) f or many earlier references]. Very recently also the mathematics of the group Sp(24 R) has been fully developed through the use of extended coherent state theory employing boson realizations of the symplectic algebras [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Th ese methods have led to very useful explicit constructions for the needed discrete infinite-dimensional unitary-irreducible representations of Sp (24 R) . For the Sp(6, R) representations of actual interest in nuclei it has also been shown that very simple and highly accurate approximation formulae 9,'5,16) can be used to advantage in the construction of Sp(6, R) basis states and should thus greatly facilitate calculations within the framework of the nuclear collective model. Despite these powerful mathematical advances the applications to nuclear spectroscopy have up to now been somewhat limited. Most of the applications to nuclear collective phenomena have employed model hamiltonians constructed from the Sp(6, R) generators themselves. Calculations have usually been restricted to a model space of a single Sp(6, R) irreducible representation or symplectic band 17), and those calculations which have attempted some band mixing I*) have not included all types of interband matrix elements. For a truly microscopic theory of deformed nuclei a model space spanning several symplectic bands may be required; and a detailed description of light nuclei may be improved by a treatment permitting the coupling of symplectic excitations to other degrees of freedom such as those emodied in the states of the nuclear cluster model.
In such applications a practical method is needed for the calculation of interaction matrix elements coupling a symplectic excitation in a particular Sp(6, R) irreducible representation to (1) a specific shell model state, or (2) a cluster model state, or (3) a symplectic excitation in the same or in a different Sp(6, R) band. Moreover, for a truly microscopic calculation of nuclear collective phenomena within the framework of Sp(6, R) symmetry such a tractable method of calculation must be able to accommodate the realistic effective interactions of the type used in conventional shell model or cluster model calculations.
One method for achieving this goal has been developed by Reske 19) in his study of the giant E2 resonance in 24Mg. In this method commutator and SU(3) recoupling techniques are used to reduce the matrix element of a two-body operator connecting excitations in the same or in different symplectic bands to symplectic bandhead (Sp(6, R) lowest weight state) matrix elements of simple shell model type. The method uses a recursive step-down procedure which leads to a family of nested coupled commutator operators. Although these can be reduced to one basic generic term the method involves a chain calculation and is somewhat computer intensive. Moreover, it does not yet take advantage of the recent theoretical advances in the const~ction of Sp(6, R) irreducible representation basis states. It is the purpose of the present investigation to develop a simpler method of calculation of matrix elements of a general two-body operator in a Sp(6, R) basis. The combination of the new methods of constructing Sp(6, R) basis states 9-16) with standard SU(3) recoupling techniques leads to a general formula which again reduces matrix elements connecting excitations in the same or in different symplectic bands to the corresponding symplectic bandhead (Sp(6, R) lowest weight) matrix elements and thus reduces the problem to a calculation of matrix elements of standard shell model type. The reduction formula is applicable to spin-orbit and tensor as well as to simple central interactions. The ingredients are SU(3) recoupling coefficients 2D*21) and some simple expansion coefficients common to all Sp(6, R) irreducible representations. These are tabulated in appendix A for symplectic excitations as high as 10%~. A very slight modification leads to a similar formula which reduces the two-body interaction matrix element between a Sp(6, R) basis state of arbitrary excitation and a general cluster model state to a matrix element connecting the general cluster model state to the symplectic bandhead state. The latter can in general be expressed in terms of a simple cluster model wave function. The general interaction matrix element is thus reduced to one which can readily be calculated by standard microscopic cluster model techniques. It is this version of the reduction formula which leads to a first application, a comparison of a pure a-cluster model calculation, a pure symplectic model calculation, and a calculation in a mixed cr-cluster symplectic basis for a very simple system, the 'Be nucleus.
To establish the notation, sect. 2 gives a very brief review of the new methods of constructing Sp(6, R) basis states. Sect. 3 then gives the derivation of the matrix element formula for a general translationally invariant two-body interaction between different symplectic excitations. As in ref. 19 ), the present method requires an expansion of the interaction in terms of SU(3) irreducible tensor operators, and results are given for arbitrary two-body SU(3) unit tensor operators. Sect. 4 exhibits the modification of the reduction formula which gives the cluster model-symplectic excitation interaction matrix elements. Since these results are expressed in terms of matrix elements of two-body SU(3) unit tensor operators, matrix elements between two cluster states are also expressed in terms of the matrix elements of such operators, and sect. 5 shows how such matrix elements are derived by standard cluster model techniques.
It also gives some numerical results for a few simple cluster systems for the starting matrix elements needed for the evaluation of the cluster-symplectic interaction matrix elements of sect. 4. Sect. 6 gives the application to a very simple system, the 'Be nucleus. This is the system in which the physical relevance of symplectic symmetry was first recognized by Arickx 22) . It has continued to serve as a proving ground for symplectic model techniques 23). It is also one of the simplest and oldest systems 24) studied by the microscopic cluster model. Our aim here is to establish the method of calculation.
The results show the close parallel between the a-cluster model and symplectic symmetry. Since 'Be is two (Y particles the calculation for the mixed a-cluster symplectic basis cannot be expected to make major changes in the pure a-cluster calculation.
However, in the extension to heavier nuclei, the complementary character of symplectic and cluster model excitations can be expected to play a prominent role. Such applications form the basis of a future study, as indicated in a brief concluding section.
Construction of Sp(6, R) basis states
The states of a symplectic band in an Sp(6, R) I> U(3) basis are labeled by three types of U(3), or SU(3), quantum numbers: r, the symplectic bandhead or Sp(6, R) lowest weight U(3) symmetry, which labels the Sp(6, R) irreducible representation, r, the U(3) symmetry of a raising polynomial, and r, the U(3) symmetry of the excited state in the symplectic band. It will be convenient to use the general shorthand label, r, for a U(3), or SU(3), representation label, and (Y for any convenient set of U(3) subgroup labels. Otherwise the notation will follow that of refs. 9,15). Thus 
where the SU(3) reduced matrix elements of the six-dimensional boson operators, at, are given, e.g. by eq. Since the labels r,,, p cannot be associated directly with the eigenvalues of a set of hermitian operators, the states 1 S(I'J',pI',a,)) form a non-orthonormnl set. Their overlap matrix is the ~~ matrix
which is central to the Sp(6, R) state construction, where K' is diagonal in r, and r, and independent of U(3) subgroup labels LY,, with rows and columns labeled by r,, and p (or np for short). Very recently it has been shown that the matrix K* can be evaluated from a generating kernel for which a closed analytic expression can be given 13, 14) . To obtain the required ~~ matrix elements this kernel must still be expanded in the appropriate SU(3)-coupled basis polynomials of an associated Bargmann space of complex variables. Alternately, the ~~ matrix elements can be evaluated through a set of recursion relations 9*'5). It may also be useful to define normalized states, (denoted by a q), l~(~,T,P~,~,))=~~,,,l~(~,~"P~,~,)),
where the normalization constants JY,_,~ are given by Since, by definition, K* is hermitian and non-negative, the hermitian square root matrix K is always well-defined and can be used 9-1') to transform the states (2) from a mere labelling scheme into an orthonormal basis for a unitary irreducible representation of Sp(6, R) by means of IWW$JJL%))= c (4L r,))nipi,niP,lI*oSnlpjrwcY,) * @a) Vj Here, \rJ'&o~w), without the symbol lu, denotes the o~hono~al basis states. Due to the smallness of the off-diagonal matrix elements of ~~ the o~honormal basis states can also be tagged by the labels rnjpj which correspond to the dominant values of m,o in these states.
The diagonalization of the ~~ matrices enables us to get the needed matrix elements of K. The matrix elements of K can also be evaluated directly by an approximation formula lh), valid for small values of (l/e). The orthonormal states jF, Jnp,a,) can thus be constructed explicitly in terms of polynomials in the raising generators acting on the symplectic bandhead states. Combining the inverse of eq. (8) 
The phase factor (-l)r is an abbreviation to be used throughout:
For the states of actual interest in the nuclear physics applications, with small values of (If@), these reduced matrix elements are also given by an approximation formula 9,'5)
T,p_) .
The i2 (mw) are eigenvalues of a U(3)scalar operator given, e.g., by eq. (2.16) of ref. '). The differences of eigenvalues have been put into convenient form in eq. (lob) of ref. 16 ). For simple states for which r, and p are uniquely determined by I',, r,, so that the K matrix is l-dimensional, eq. (11) is exact. This is a common case for many of the lower excitations in the symplectic band. In the general case eq. (11) has been shown to be of a high degree of accuracy 9*1s).
In the very special case when one of the eigenvalues of K* is zero, the K' method automatically reveals that there is a problem of overcompleteness. In this case the orthonormal states can best be defined through In the general case, with all hi > 0, transformation (8b) can be followed with a further unitary transformation, Ut, leading to the hermitian transformation matrix, K-I = UtA -"'U used in refs. 9-'1 ). Either the choice K = UtA1'2 with K-' = A-"2 U; or alternately K = UtA 'I2 U with K-I = UtA-'/2 U could be made. The first accommodates the very special case with zero eigenvalues more readily.
However, since this very special case does not occur for nuclei with A > 6, as shown by Rowe, Wybourne, and Butler 31) we shall adhere to the second.
Interaction matrix elements between symplectic states
For a general translationally invariant two-body operator of the type used in shell model or cluster model calculations
a matrix element between totally antisymmetric A-particle states follows from the matrix element for a particular Vii, e.g. VIZ. To apply SU(3) recoupling techniques it will be necessary to expand VI2 in terms of SU(3) irreducible tensor operators, VF;, with SU(3)-reduced (double-barred) matrix elements given by, (see also eq. (9)),
The operator Vz can be defined in terms of the full set of its reduced matrix elements in the oscillator basis of its own (dimensionless) variable
For a gaussian interaction, e.g., with
the tensor decomposition is given by 25)
The formula is reproduced here to illustrate its simplicity, but also because the last factor, written correctly here as 
Since VL; is a function only of r = its=, , the first of a set of A-1 Jacobi variables, (cf. eq. (14)), it is useful to separate the sum over s in the defining relation for A+ into two parts and rewrite
where .P& is independent of the Jacobi variable x,=, and where use has been made of the relation (19) valid for the normalized Moshinsky polynomial 26) in the single 3-dimensional oscillator creation operator. It is then useful to expand the Pc;(A+) of eq. (3) in terms of the two types of operators of eq. (18) (20)
where .P,f(&') is defined through the analogue of eq. (3), and the abbreviated notation PCqo) will be used henceforth for PCqo'(b:). Note also that Pff'(A') = &AL,.
The expansion coefficients c2(r) are common to all Sp(6, R) irreducible representations and are easily calculated by a recursive process. They are tabulated in appendix A for all states with N G 10. For the special case with r, = (NO), and any IV, they have the simple value (21) Note also that &m(r) = 6,,.
A specific term in the expansion of eq. (17) can then be put in the form (T&p'T,,a,,l Vf$':;(A+)I&qJ (22) using the fact that .# commutes with Vf$ Since it is possible, without loss of generality, to arrange all symplectic-symplectic matrix elements such that N's N, the first term of eq. (22) is identically zero unless N'= N, (which follows from the bandhead property (T,a,sIA+=O).
In the second term it will be useful to use the inverse of eq. (18) to re-express @(z&) in terms of P(A+):
leading to
The degree of the various polynomiaIs is given by NT = N -q, NF = e -q -ij. Note also that the representations T,, (qO), I', (go), l= are all even, in the sense (-l)r = +l, cf. eq. (10); so that the order of the symmetric couplings in eqs. (20) and (24) can be reversed. A specific term in the expansion of eq. (17) can then be further put in Note that Ni;, the degree of F, must be G N', the degree of r,,,; and therefore q must be 3 N -N'-q. Recall that N' was chosen such that N's N. Also, a c:(f) with negative q will be defined to be identically zero. The unit operator, 0, to the right of &','(A+) in this eq. can now be put in the form I = r_X_ ";,, & Ir,,r,-p"f,~cu,.)(K -V-L, r,.)),.,:,,~~..,(ly(f,,f,.,p"r,"ff,.)l ,
where the degrees of r,,., r,.,* are restricted for each value of C,.. Eq. (9) 
a unit irreducible tensor operator, %c$b, a), in this space is defined by
or through its SU(3) reduced matrix elements
where the possible r,, are given by the Kronecker product (b0) x (Oa). Note also that the operators PC") and Vro can be expressed in terms of such unit operators by 
The quantities r n" r,.
p"' * --P"
Note that in the very common case when the product r,,. x r,.+ r,. is free of multiplicity this simple 9 -r coefficient collapses to a unit matrix with value given by the simple phase factor t-11 .
rn.+rm.-r&,..
Note also that the sum over p"' in eq. (31d) can be reduced to
To summarize, eqs. (31) is quite large. For most of the simpler symplectic excitations, of greatest interest in the actual applications to physical problems, however, most of the multiplicity labels, p, are unnecessary, and most of the np sums disappear since most of the K matrices are 1 -dimensional. The total number of terms needed for the evaluation of eq. (3 1) may thus be quite small, and a straightfo~ard method has been established for the evaluation of two-body interaction matrix elements connecting states of arbitrary excitations in a Sp(6, R) 2 U(3) basis. In sect. 4 it will be shown that a slight modification of the reduction formula can also be used to evaluate the interaction matrix element connecting symplectic excitations and states of the microscopic cluster model.
Cluster model-symplectic interaction matrix elements
The normalized states of the microscopic cluster model for a nucleus made up, of fragments of mass numbers f and A -f are defined in an SU( 3)-coupled basis by where the antisymmetrization operator, ?I, handles antisymmetrization between clusters. The properly antisymmetrized internal wave functions, 4, of the two fragments are assumed to be lowest possible Pauli-allowed states of the fragments. The relative motion function, x, is an oscillator function in the (dimensionless) relative distance vector R between the two fragments. As before, r, is shorthand for (A,&, etc. The normalization constant is given in terms of a(T,Q; r,,,,), the diagonal overlap matrix element between the states in { } brackets. These will often by abbreviated by (YI[ #rc x ~'o*']~$.
In refs. 6*7) it was shown that simple cluster model states of this type often have large overlaps with the lowest sympleetic excitations, (with N = 2), and the same total number of oscillator excitations and overall SU(3) symmetry r,. However, for most binary cluster systems such overlaps decrease rapidly with increasing symplectic excitation, N 2 4, showing the complementary character of the two types of wave functions ').
The techniques used in sect. 3 can be used to evaluate the SU(3) reduced matrix element of a two-body interaction between a cluster state of the type expressed in eq. The relation (37) is again a reduction formula which expresses the matrix element between a cluster model state and a Sp(6, R) state of arbitrary excitation N in terms of much simpler matrix elements. These simpler matrix elements connect the cluster model state to a symplectic bandhead state via the unit operators %G(b, a). Since the symplectic bandhead state is a simple shell model state which, with a proper normalization factor, can in general also be expressed as a cluster model state with a minimum Pauli-allowed relative motion excitation Q, the cluster-symplectic matrix element has been reduced to one of simple cluster type. The next section will illustrate how such starting matrix elements are evaluated.
Matrix elements of SU(3) unit tensor operators
The reduced matrix element of the unit operator %k( b, a) between a cluster state and the symplectic bandhead state ([r,x (QO)l&ll C *'b(h 4ijIIL), , It may be useful to illustrate with a very specific simple example, and we choose for this purpose the (Y + a cluster decomposition of 8Be. In this case P, = (40), and we make the choice CY, = SU(3) highest weight state in a Cartesian intrinsic basis where all four p-shell nucleons in 'Be carry one oscillator quantum in the z direction. 
where the coefficients X, and X, of the direct and exchange matrix elements are given through eq. (9) The total number of oscillator quanta in the bra side of equation (38) cannot be less than those in the ket side in the matrix elements of actual interest in the present application. The last two terms can therefore be eliminated from eq. (43) since the number of oscillator quanta in the bra side of the 2-particle matrix elements again cannot be less than those in the ket side. Effectively, the sum in eq. (43) is thus reduced to the first four terms. By using the expansion of eq. (40) for the orbital (I/, in eq. (43) the 2-particle matrix elements can be reduced to standard (single center) shell model form, e.g. The combination of such products is carried out below, see eqs. (48) and (49). The single center 2-particle matrix elements of eq. (44) are easy to evaluate since the reduced matrix elemehs can be expressed in terms of SU (2) 
The key to the evaluation of the reduced matrix elements (38) through the generating function involves the expansion off&,_+ (K) in the form (42) in terms of K-space polynomials P,, .
c0o)(K)
From the expansion of form (39), on the other hand, f&+&K)
can be reIated to the needed reduced matrix elements. With simple SU(3) coupling The calculation of&__(K) is simplified by a convenient choice of the subgroup labels LY,, cy,, as already illustrated by the simple example of eq. (43). In general, LY, and ty, corresponding to SU(3) highest weight labels in a Cartesian intrinsic or SU(2) x U( 1) basis are most economical in actual calculations. For such a fixed a=, (Y, i&is in general still necessary to vary CQ in order to get a sufficient number of equations for the determination of the reduced matrix elements of qro from a comparison of the coefficients of P;?'(K).
The expansion off,,,,,_(K), in the form (42), in terms of the polynomials P',p,(K) is best carried out in a Cartesian basis. In this basis
where Elliott SU(2) x U( 1) labels E, A, M are related to the nj by 
The 'Be system. A simple example
In order to test the new methods of calculating interactions in a mixed cluster model-symplectic basis we choose a very simple example, the 8Be system. It was this simple system in which the physical significance of symplectic excitations was first recognized by Arickx '*). It has continued to serve as a testing ground for the newer coherent state techniques 23) which have recently been refined into a powerful tool for symplectic symmetry calculations [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The a! + CY system is also one of the most widely studied from the point of view of the microscopic cluster model (for a comprehensive guide to the literature, see ref. ")). Since 8Be is two cx particles the pure a-cluster model must be expected to give a good description of this nuclear system. Nevertheless it is interesting to see to what extent a mixed cluster modelsymplectic basis improves this description and to what extent a pure symplectic model rivals the pure cluster model.
The basis states of the (Y + (Y cluster model are given by
with Q=4,6,.... The Sp(6, R) band based on the *Be (h,~.,) = (40) shell model state has a richer spectrum of SU (3) representations.
Since our aim is to compare the symplectic and cluster model and to couple the two into a unified framework, we restrict the symplectic basis to those ( and where the round parentheses indicate angular momentum coupling. The interaction chosen for the present study is the B, potential of Brink-Boeker 30). The oscillator size parameter, b, of the single particle wave function was set equal to 1.53 fm (ho = 17.7 MeV). Table 4 lists the hamiltonian matrix elements for L = 0 
Summary
A practical method has been developed for the evaluation of matrix elements of a general translationally invariant two-body interaction in a mixed symplectic and microscopic cluster model basis. The method makes use of a reduction formula which expresses (i) a matrix element connecting states of arbitrary excitations N and N' in the same or in different symplectic bands, or (ii) a matrix element between an Nth excitation in a symplectic band and a cluster model state with arbitrary oscillator excitations in its relative motion function, in terms of much simpler matrix elements, see eqs. (31) and (37). These simpler matrix elements are matrix elements of SU(3) unit tensor operators of ordinary shell model or of standard microscopic cluster model type and can therefore be evaluated by the highly developed techniques of these models. The reduction formula is given in complete generality for an arbitrary symplectic excitation.
For many of the simpler symplectic excitations, of greatest interest in actual applications, the many possible SU(3) multiplicity labels are unnecessary, and most of the transformation matrices to the new canonical orthonormal Sp(6, R) basis are l-dimensional, so that the total number of terms needed for the evaluation of the reduction formula becomes quite small. A few numerical results are given, for some simple nuclei, of the starting matrix elements needed for the reduction formula in order to illustrate the range of these numbers. To establish the new method of calculation a study is made of a very simple system, the 'Be nucleus. Since *Be is two a-particles, and since the overlap between the (Y + cy cluster functions and the symplectic excitations decreases slowly with the degree of excitation N, it is not surprising that the calculation in a mixed cluster model-symplectic basis leads only to marginally significant improvement in the description of this (Y + (Y system. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see that a pure symplectic model calculation also gives a good account of *Be. In heavier nuclei, however, the overlaps between binary cluster model wave functions and the corresponding symplectic excitations generally fall off rapidly ') for N z 4, even when these overlaps are large for states of iV = 2. In such nuclei a unified treatment merging a cluster model basis with a basis built from several symplectic bands may be required for a satisfactory description of their structure. For 160, e.g., a basis combining (Y + 12C cluster model functions with symplectic bands built on (A,p.,)'s of at least (00), (42), (84) for positive parity states and (21), (63), and (94) for negative parity states should overcome the deficiencies of earlier studies of this nucleus. The feasibility of such a study has now been demonstrated. 
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These can be evaluated through a recursion formula The transformation coefficients cc"(T) [[A+t20) x pr;lr, x prz]z
The coefficients B(T,I', T3p) with NJ G 8 are given explicitly in table 8.
